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Which river is the world’s longest, the Nile 
or the Amazon?  Is the Beautiful Blue Danube really 
blue?  How did the untamed Colorado make its way 
through the rocky Grand Canyon?  And what makes the 
Nile the lifeline of Egypt?

Rivers have always had a special importance for 
humanity – whether as political or cultural boundary, 
trade route or religious symbol. 

This richly illustrated compendium, created in a 
modern collage style, introduces 18 legendary 
rivers from all five continents. It shows the 
rivers’ outstanding features and their diverse 
flora and fauna, and highlights historical events 
and personalities associated with each 
waterway. 

There is much to discover – including 
astonishing facts and important dates– in this 
masterful and stimulating assemblage of text 
and image. 

Features a four page gatefold:  The Nile from 
the Pharaohs until Today
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Table of contents: 
Europe 
Rhine  – industrial corridor with scenic stages Danube – a multi-ethnic –river
Thames – home port of Great Britain's world empire Volga – Russia’s stream of
fate

Asia 
Lena – feral through Taiga and Tundra Ganges – holy place of the Hindus 
Yangtze Kiang - picturesque landscape with a giant Dam Mekong – the rice
provider of South East Asia 

Africa 
Nile – water dispender of a desert culture Congo – Africas green heart 

North America 
Saint Lawrence River – from the inland sea to the ocean Mississippi – the great 
myth of America Colorado – the humiltated savage  Rio Grande – the border 
between two worlds 

South America 
Orinoco – the mysterious jungle river Amazon 
– father and son of the rainforest 
Paraná – energy supplier for three nations 

Australia 
Murray – water for Australia's breadbasket 
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Volker Mehnert

Born in 1951 worked many years as a freelance
journalist, travel writer and sucessful author. He 
lived in Latin America, East Europe and the USA 
and he has begun early to follow the steps of
Alexander von Humboldt.

Martin Haake

born in 1964 in Oldenburg, has been working for
over 15 years as a freelance illustrator. His 
international clients include The New York 
Times, The Wall Street Journal, Penguin Books, 
and Volkswagen. His illustrations have won 
countless awards. He is a two-time recipient of 
the German Art Directors Club’s silver medal. He 
lives with his family in Berlin. 
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